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This paper presents a method to investigate the impact of centralized and
distributed renewable energy on the power grid system, aiming to discern their
differences. First, we derived the coupling relationship between renewable energy
permeability and access point voltage under a simplified model. Second, we
proposed a holomorphic embedding model designed for non-global variation,
enabling the construction of the bus state trajectory index. This index is employed
to analyze the influence of centralized and distributed renewable energy access
on power grid stability and voltage under low-permeability conditions.
Furthermore, under high permeability, we determined the limit permeability of
centralized and distributed renewable energy. Last, we provided renewable energy
configuration recommendations to enhance the system’s receptive capacity.
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1 Introduction

Under the global objective of reducing carbon emissions, the share of renewable energy
sources in the power system is steadily increasing. However, a significant challenge arises
concerning voltage issues when a high proportion of renewable energy is integrated into the
power grid. Hence, it becomes crucial to thoroughly analyze the voltage impact when
connecting renewable energy units to the power system. Additionally, the integration of
renewable energy can take two forms: centralized and distributed. Ensuring stable operation
of the multi-form renewable energy feed system raises an urgent need to address the problem
of enhancing the system’s capacity to accommodate renewable energy allocation.
Consequently, constructing a method to explore the differences in the impact of
centralized and distributed renewable energy on the system holds great significance.

Currently, there exists extensive research on the influence of renewable energy grid
connections on system voltage stability (Yi et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2022; Qi et al., 2023; Sun
et al., 2023). Sun et al. (2023) accounted for the interaction among the feed branches of the
renewable energy grid-connected system, utilizing the short-circuit ratio (SCR) to
characterize the voltage support strength of the renewable energy grid-connected system.
Subsequently, we established a quantitative analysis model of voltage support strength under
steady-state voltage security constraints after a fault occurs. Qi et al. (2023) delves into the
reactive power regulation characteristics of renewable energy and traditional units, studying
the impact of replacing traditional units with a large number of renewable energy sources on
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stability margin. It also analyzes the uncertainty of the renewable
energy output and its influence on the distribution range of stability
margin by establishing a source load uncertainty model to generate
typical scenarios. An online probability evaluation method of
stability margin is presented. In the work of Liu et al. (2022), the
impact of photovoltaic permeability and access points on the static
voltage stability of grid-connected systems is discussed. To
characterize the influence of access points on static voltage
stability, two quantitative indexes, namely, the reactive power
support coefficient and voltage-active power sensitivity, are
proposed. Yi et al. (2020) investigated the critical permeability of
renewable energy, constrained by static voltage stability, and
proposed a practical engineering method for calculating this
critical permeability based on static voltage stability constraints.
This method provides an essential basis for determining the
maximum consumption of renewable energy power generation
and planning regional renewable energy projects. Although the
research background mentioned previously primarily focuses on
the influence of the renewable energy grid connection mode on
power grid stability, there is limited exploration of the differences
between centralized and distributed renewable energy grid
connections.

The discussion on the uncertain factors of renewable energy is
reflected in the literature (Fang et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2022a). In the
work of Yang et al. (2022b), to improve the effective planning of
electricity-gas integrated energy systems (EGIESs) among various
stakeholders with distinct interests, a multi-agent game-based joint
long-term planning approach considering wind power uncertainty is
proposed. In the work of Fang et al. (2022), to further promote the
prediction accuracy of short-term wind speed and maintain the
prediction stability, an innovation composite architecture is
developed incorporating three modules: data preprocessing,
several individual predictors, and Volterra multi-model fusion
with enhanced multi-objective optimization algorithm.

The unit commitment (UC) problem is an important
theoretical basis for power market decision making and
generation planning. A reasonable security-constrained unit
commitment (SCUC) decision-making scheme can improve
the stability of power system and improve the economy at the
same time. In the work of Nan et al. (2018), the stochastic SCUC
is modeled and solved at the same time under the constraint of
AC power flow. Yang et al.’s (2021) study is a pioneer study for
SCUC problems that proposes an expanded sequence-to-
sequence (E-Seq2Seq)-based data-driven SCUC expert system
for dynamic multiple-sequence mapping samples; it can
accommodate the mapping samples of SCUC and consider the
various input factors that affect SCUC decision making,
possessing strong generality, high solution accuracy, and
efficiency over traditional methods. Yang et al. (2022c)
summarized the existing research results of SCUC questions
based on artificial intelligence technology and data-driven
approaches and analyzed the characteristics, advantages, and
disadvantages of different types of methods. Finally, the paper
puts forward some thoughts on the future research direction of
data-driven SCUC. Yang et al. (2022a) proposed an intelligent
deep learning (DL)-based approach for Data-Driven Security-
Constrained Unit Commitment (DD-SCUC) decision making.
The proposed approach includes data preprocessing and a two-

stage decision-making process. Li et al. (2023) discussed a tri-
layer non-cooperative energy trading approach among multiple
grid-tied multi-energy microgrids (MEMGs) in the restructured
integrated energy market. The heterogeneous uncertainties from
renewable energy, market prices, and electric energy loads are
also considered via the risk-averse stochastic programming (SP)
approach.

The holomorphic-embedded tidal current method was
initially proposed by scholar Trias (2012). As a non-iterative
calculation method, this technique finds wide application in
power flow calculations of power systems. Given its significant
characteristics in handling non-convergence of power flow and
its unique determination of initial values, the holomorphic
embedding method has seen various improvements and
widespread use in power system analysis (Liu et al., 2017; Du
et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022). Zhu et al. (2021)
introduced a new semi-invariant method based on the
holomorphic embedding approach for probabilistic power
flow calculations in electric-thermal joint networks. In the
work of Du et al. (2021), the holomorphic embedding
method is utilized to predict the critical point of static
voltage stability, demonstrating better convergence and
calculation accuracy compared to the traditional
Newton–Raphson method. In the work of Liu et al. (2017), a
high-dimensional holomorphic-embedded power flow model is
developed to address AC power flow analysis challenges. Liu
et al. (2022) established a power system decoupling model based
on the holomorphic embedding method to identify voltage-
weak buses.

The safe and stable operation of smart grid is also significant. In
the work of Fu et al. (2023), in rolling bearing fault diagnosis, a two-
dimensional time–frequency diagram is generated by continuous
wavelet transform, and data are enhanced based on the generating
countermeasure network (GAN). Finally, a convolution neural
network (CNN) is used for fault classification. In the work of Xu
et al. (2023), the hydraulic turbine governing system is modeled and
the stability is analyzed at the same time. In the work of Zhang et al.
(2023a), the optimal network attack strategy for economic
scheduling of the integrated energy system uses a distributed
double consistency algorithm and considers FDI attack and DoS
attack. Zhang et al. (2023b) proposed a secondary frequency control
strategy for multi-terminal systems considering DoS attacks. In the
work of Zhu et al. (2023), a family of bipolar high step-up
zeta–buck–boost converters based on the “coat circuit” is
proposed, which can be used to connect a low-voltage dc source
and a bipolar dc bus.

The centralized and distributed renewable energy grid-
connected difference analysis method proposed in this paper is
based on the holomorphic embedding model with non-global
changes, and the bus state trajectory index is constructed by the
holomorphic embedding model.

Under low permeability, the index is used to analyze the
influence of centralized and distributed renewable energy access
on power grid stability and voltage. Under high permeability, the
limit permeability of centralized and distributed renewable
energy is solved. Finally, the renewable energy configuration
suggestions to improve the receptive capacity of the system
are given.
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2 Influence of renewable energy grid
connection on the system

2.1 Influence of grid connection of
renewable energy on voltage

Centralized and distributed renewable energy sources are
mainly different in the access voltage level and access capacity,
but these two factors do not affect us to simplify them to a
unified grid-connected structure as shown in Figure 1A. In
Figure 1A, the external electromotive force of the traditional
unit is E, the line impedance is R + jX, the voltage at the load
bus is U, the load power is equal to Pld + jQld, the renewable
energy injection power is equal to Pre + jQre, and the
traditional unit injection power to the load bus is equal to
Pg + jQg:

The power injected by traditional units into the load bus is
expressed as follows:

Sg � UI* � U
E cos θ + j sin θ( ) − U

R + jX
[ ]p

. (1)

The expressions of injected active power and injected reactive
power are obtained by separating the imaginary part and the real
part of the injected power as follows:

Pg � UE R cos θ +X sin θ( ) − U2R

R2 +X2

Qg � UE X cos θ − R sin θ( ) − U2X

R2 +X2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ . (2)

The power balance equation for the load bus can be obtained as
follows:

Pg � Pld − Pre

Qg � Qld − Qre
{ . (3)

If the load and the renewable energy power factor are constant,
then Qld = λ1Pld and Qre = λ2Pre are defined. Substituting formula 2
in (3) gives

UE Rc o s θ +Xs i n θ( ) � η1 R2 +X2( ) + U2R,
UE Xc o s θ − Rs i n θ( ) � η2 R2 +X2( ) + U2X.

{ (4)

In formula 4, η1 = Pld−ηSld and η2 = λ1Pld−λ2ηSld.
After the square of formula 4, the phase angle is eliminated, and

the quartic equation about U is obtained as follows:

U4 + 2Rη1 + 2Xη2 − E2( )U2 + η21 + η22( ) R2 +X2( ) � 0. (5)
In formula 5, the ratio of the active power injected into the

renewable energy by η to the total load of the system can characterize
the permeability of the renewable energy, and the total load of the
system is expressed as Sld �

��������
P2
ld + Q2

ld

√
�

���������
P2
ld(1 + λ21)

√
.

In order to simplify the analysis process, the renewable energy
power factor is equal to the load power factor, that is, λ1 = λ2. Then,
the expression of the square of the voltage amplitude at the
renewable energy access point is as follows:

U2 � E2

2
− λ1R +X( ) λ1Pld − λ2ηSld( )

±

������������������������������������
E2

2
− λ1R +X( )η2[ ]2

− λ21 + 1( )η22 R2 +X2( ).
√

(6)

In the range of η ∈ [0, 1], the proportion of part (λ12 +
1)η22(R2 +X2) in the root sign can be ignored, and the
simplified formula 6 obtains a feasible solution:

U2 ≈ E2 − 2 λ1R +X( )η2. (7)
According to Eq. 7, it can be judged that the square of the voltage

amplitude at the renewable energy access point roughly shows a
linear increasing trend with the increase of renewable energy
permeability.

The abovementioned analysis determines that the connection of
the renewable energy unit to the system will lead to the increase of
the voltage at the access point, and the voltage amplitude at the
access point is positively correlated with the renewable energy
permeability.

In order to better illustrate the relationship of voltage
permeability, we provide the following simulation: for a

FIGURE 1
(A) Renewable energy access to the grid-simplified structure and (B) schematic diagram of the system instability boundary.
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distribution network system whose voltage level is 12.66kV, the
voltage amplitude of the traditional unit is 1.05, the line reactance is
X = 0.05, the load active power is PLD = 1, and the ratio of reactive
power to active power injected into the distributed power supply is
λ2 = 0.1. Considering that different line impedance ratio and
distributed power factor may affect the voltage amplitude at the
access point, the following two scenarios are set:

1) When the line impedance ratio is changed, the ratio of the load
active power to reactive power is 1:0.6, and other parameters
remain unchanged

By consulting the distribution network design manual, the line
impedance ratio of the distribution network is set to change in the
range of 1.5–4.

2) The power factor of distributed power supply is supplied, line
impedance ratio R/X = 2, and other parameters remain
unchanged

The ratio of active power to reactive power of the distributed
power varies from 0.3 to 0.8. Figure 2A shows that the voltage
amplitude of the access point varies with the DG permeability and
impedance ratio. It can be seen that the system with a higher line
impedance ratio has lower voltage amplitude at low permeability
and higher voltage amplitude at high permeability.

The reason is that when the line reactance is certain, the greater the
impedance ratio, the greater the line impedance.When the permeability
is low, the voltage drop of the system line with a large impedance ratio is
large, so it presents lower voltage amplitude. When the permeability is
high, the power flow is reversed, and the “voltage rise” of the system line
with a large impedance ratio is larger, so it presents higher voltage
amplitude. Figure 2B shows the variation of the voltage amplitude of the
access point with DG permeability and DG reactive power ratio. It can
be seen that under the same permeability, the higher the ratio of reactive
power to active power injected by the distributed power, the higher the
voltage amplitude of the access point. The reason is that at low

permeability, the power generated by the distributed power supply is
used to balance the load power, reducing the transmission power of the
line and reducing the voltage drop of the line at the same time. At high
permeability, the reactive power generated by the distributed power
source balances the load reactive power and injects it into the system at
the same time, and the capacitive reactive power will increase the local
voltage, so the system with a high proportion of reactive power always
maintains higher voltage amplitude.

3 Difference analysis method based on
the HE method

In the initial section, the analysis of the relationship between
renewable energy permeability and voltage amplitude fails to
directly elucidate the influence of renewable energy on the static
stability of the system, let alone differentiate between the impacts of
centralized and distributed renewable energy on system stability. As
a result, this paper introduces the bus state trajectory index based on
the HE to address these limitations and accomplish the
aforementioned objectives.

3.1 Improved HE model

For the desired variables V and Q embedded variable ε in the
power flow equation, for different bus types, the traditional
holomorphic embedding model can be described as follows:

∑N
k�1

Ytr
ikVk ε( ) � εS*i

V*
i ε*( ) − εYsh

i Vi ε( ),∀i ∈ ΩPQ,

∑N
k�1

Ys
ikVk ε( ) � εPi − jQi ε( )

V*
i ε*( ) − εYsh

i Vi ε( ),∀i ∈ ΩPV,

Vi ε( )V*
i ε*( ) � 1 + Vsp

i

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 − 1( )ε,∀i ∈ ΩPV,

Vi ε( ) � 1 + Vsp
j − 1( )ε,∀i ∈ Ωslack.

(8)

FIGURE 2
(A) Variation law of voltage amplitude, permeability, and impedance ratio of the access point and (B) voltage amplitude permeability of the access
point and variation law of the reactive and active power of DG.
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Among them, Yik
sh is the element of the transmission admittance

matrix, Yi
tr is the diagonal element of the parallel admittance matrix,

Ω is the set of different types of buses, and Vi
sp represents the initial

voltage amplitude of bus i.
The embedded voltage function V(ε) and reactive power

function Qg(ε) are holomorphic functions about ε, which can be
expanded into a Maclaurin form according to the properties of
holomorphic functions.

Vi ε( ) � Vi 0[ ] + Vi 1[ ]ε +/ + Vi n[ ]εn +/, (9)
Qvi ε( ) � Qv 0[ ] + Qv 1[ ]ε +/ + Qv n[ ]εn +/Vi ε( )

� Vi 0[ ] + Vi 1[ ]ε +/ + Vi n[ ]εn +/. (10)

Considering that the traditional HE only has physical meaning
when ε = 1, the scope of application is very limited. In order to
expand the scope of the model, we defined the following improved
HE model:

∑N
k�1

YikVk ε( ) � Pli + jQli( )* + ε ΔPli + jΔQli( )*
V*

i ε*( ) , ∀i ∈ ΩPQ ,

∑N
k�1

YikVk ε( ) � Pgi − Pli + jQgi ε( ) − jQli( )* + ε ΔPgi − ΔPli − jΔQli( )*
V*

i ε*( ) , ∀i ∈ ΩPV ,

Vi ε( )*V*
i ε*( ) � Vsp

i

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2, ∀i ∈ ΩPV ,

Vi ε( ) � Vsp
i , ∀i ∈ Ωslack .

(11)

In formula 11, ΔPli and ΔQli are the reference data of load
active power and reactive power change of bus i, respectively, and
ΔQgi is the reference of active power output change of generator
bus i.

It is convenient to explain the process of solving the model;
the reciprocal function Λ(ε) of voltage is defined, and the
relationship between them satisfies V(ε)·Λ(ε) = 1. The
recursive equations of the improved holomorphic embedding
model are as follows:

Vi 0[ ]Λi n[ ] + Vi n[ ]Λi 0[ ] � −∑n−1
τ�1

Λi τ[ ]Vi n − τ[ ],∀i ∈ ΩPQ ∪ ΩPV

∑N
k�1

YikVk n[ ] − S*iΛ*
i n[ ] � ΔS*iΛ*

i n − 1[ ],∀i ∈ ΩPQ,

∑N
k�1

YikVk n[ ] − Pi + jQli( )Λ*
i n[ ] + jQgi n[ ]Λ*

i 0[ ] + jQgi 0[ ]Λ*
i n[ ] �

ΔPi + jΔQli( )Λ*
i n − 1[ ] − j ∑n−1

τ�1
Qgi τ[ ]Λ*

i n − τ[ ]⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,∀i ∈ ΩPV,

re Vi 0[ ]{ }re V*
i n[ ]{ } + im Vi n[ ]{ }im V*

i 0[ ]{ } � −1
2
∑n−1
τ�1

Vi τ[ ]V*
i n − τ[ ],

∀i ∈ ΩPV, Vi n[ ] � 0,∀i ∈ Ωslack. (12)

The abovementioned recursive equations all need to satisfy
the condition n ≥ 1. Vi [0], Λi [0], and Qgi [0] can be obtained by
solving the traditional holomorphic embedding model with the
condition ε = 1. According to Eq. 12, the higher-order
coefficients can always be calculated from the low-order
coefficients; thus, the coefficients corresponding to the orders
that meet the requirements of calculation accuracy can be
obtained.

3.2 Bus state trajectory index based on HE

TRIAS (2014) defined an index to describe the stability
characteristics of buses based on the traditional HE model,
which can be used to judge whether the bus is in a stable
state by its position, but this index is pointed out by TRIAS
(2018) that it cannot effectively represent the margin. A
schematic diagram of the system instability boundary is
shown in Figure 1B.

In a brief review of this index, it is derived from the
current balance equation of the two buses, which is defined
as follows:

ρ � ZeqS*

Vslack| |2. (13)

Among them, Zeq is the equivalent impedance of the two-bus
system, S is the bus injection power, Vslack is the balanced bus
voltage, and ρ is the bus stable state index, and its definition is similar
to the SCR.

The simplified formula can be obtained by substituting ρ back
into the two-bus current equation as follows:

U � 1 + ρ

U*
. (14)

U=V/Vslack, which represents the normalized bus voltage. The
expression of U can be obtained by solving the quadratic equation
shown in formula 14.

U � 1
2
±

�����������
1
4
+ ρre − ρim

2

√
+ jρim. (15)

In order to ensure that the binary first-order equation has a
solution, the following constraints must be satisfied:

Δ � 1
4
+ ρre − ρim

2 ≥ 0. (16)

In formula 16, ρre and ρim denote the real and imaginary parts of
ρ, respectively. Δ can be described as a parabola symmetrical along
the real axis and opening to the right on the ρ plane. If index ρ is
inside the parabola, the bus is in a stable state; otherwise, it is
unstable.

Considering the defect that the ρ index cannot quantify the
stability margin, Liu et al. (2022) embedded ε into the ρ index to
form a ρ(ε) function. The bus stability margin is quantified by the
size of εi’ corresponding to the ρ(ε) function when the parabola
intersects. The larger the value, the higher the static stability
margin of the bus. Although the detailed process of solving the
coefficient of ρ(ε) function is given in the literature, the solving
process is tedious and only suitable for a certain kind of the HE
model. Because the value of arbitrary order V [n] is known after
the solution of the HE model, according to the relationship
between normalized voltage and ρ index, any ρ[n] can be
obtained by simple calculation:

ρ 0[ ] � U 0[ ]U* 0[ ] − U* 0[ ],
ρ n[ ] � ∑n

τ�0
U τ[ ]U* n − τ[ ] − U* n[ ],

ρ ε( ) � ∑∞ ρ n[ ] ε( )n � ρ 0[ ] + ρ 1[ ]ε +/ + ρ n[ ]εn +/.

(17)
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According to formula 17, the coefficient ρ[n] is solved and the
analytical expression of ρ ε) function is obtained. εi’ can be quickly
found through functional relations or the method of depicting the
trajectory of ρ index. Based on the analysis method of ρ index
trajectory, this paper will discuss the difference of the influence of
centralized and distributed renewable energy on the static stability of
the system.

4 Analysis of the difference between
centralized and distributed renewable
energy

4.1 Overview of centralized renewable
energy and distributed renewable energy
features

Large-scale centralized renewable energy (CRE) is usually
located at the remote end of the power grid, with a certain
reactive power regulation capacity, usually through long-distance
lines into the main network, and the resistance is difficult to ignore.
Distributed renewable energy (DRE) is usually dispersed into the
load center, with a high degree of matching with the load, mostly
with small capacity and operating under a unit power factor. If
connected through a multi-stage transformer, the transformer
impedance is large and the electrical distance is farther than the
centralized grid connected.

4.2 Simulation analysis of the influence of
CRE and DRE on stability

Based on the standard example of the IEEE-39 bus system, the
detailed parameters of the IEEE-39 bus system can be found in the
MATPOWER toolkit. First, the static stability margin of each bus is
given by the abovementioned ρ index trajectory, the solid and weak
buses of the system are identified, and the subsequent CRE and DRE
access positions are determined.

Through ρ index trajectory in the third section, the specific value
of the static stability margin obtained by using the index trajectory in
Table 1. Since 30–39 buses are generator PV buses, the calculation of
this index has no practical significance, so only bus 1–bus 29 are
listed in Table 1.

4.2.1 Low-permeability scenario of renewable
energy

For the renewable energy centralized access scenario, a CRE bus
is connected by the weak No. 8 bus of the system. Because CRE has a
certain reactive power regulation capability, the initial bus is the PV
type, and when its reactive power exceeds the limit, it is converted to
the PQ type. For the renewable energy distributed access scenario,
six DRE buses are set to be accessed by the weak 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, and
15 buses of the system, and the CRE bus is set to the PQ type.

The location where CRE and DRE are connected in IEEE-39 bus
simulation is shown in Figure 3A.

With the increase of the renewable energy capacity of the system,
the static stability margin of the system changes, as shown in
Figure 3B.

It can be seen that for the original system, the static stability margin
is 2.09. For CRE, the static stability of the system decreases rapidly when
the permeability is higher than 8%. For DRE, when the permeability is
higher than 15%, its access begins to have a negative impact on the
system. However, on the whole, both CRE and DRE will improve the
static stability margin of the system when the permeability is low, and
whether it is positive or negative, the influence of CRE is more
significant than DRE. The changing trend of the curve in Figure 3B
is that a small amount of renewable energy can be used as active power
support, and a large amount of renewable energy leads to a decrease in
the stability of the reverse power flow.

In addition, due to the difference between the grid-connected
impedance parameters of the two renewable energy sources, it can be
concluded that DRE has a greater impact on the overall voltage level
of the system than CRE, which is due to the larger voltage deviation
caused by the larger impedance of DRE grid-connected lines.

4.2.2 High-permeability scenario of renewable
energy

When the system needs to access a high proportion of renewable
energy, the renewable energy bus may gradually evolve into a weak
bus of the system, so in order to explore the limit of renewable
energy acceptance of the system, this paper selects the buses with
strong stability of the original system to access CRE and DRE.

The simulation settings are as follows: Scenario 1: renewable
energy centralized access is adopted, and a CRE is accessed by
22 buses with the strongest stability. Scenario 2: using renewable
energy distributed access, six DREs are connected by stable buses 19,
20, 22, 23, 28, and 29.

The simulation results show that the limit permeability of CRE
in scenario 1 is 28.3%. The point on the trajectory in Figure 4A
represents the transformation of the CRE bus type from PV to PQ,

TABLE 1 Static stability margin of the standard example of the IEEE-39 bus
system.

Bus Static stability margin Bus Static stability margin

1 2.16 16 2.18

2 2.22 17 2.16

3 2.14 18 2.14

4 2.09 19 2.31

5 2.14 20 2.29

6 2.16 21 2.24

7 2.08 22 2.36

8 2.07 23 2.35

9 2.13 24 2.19

10 2.24 25 2.25

11 2.21 26 2.21

12 2.18 27 2.15

13 2.21 28 2.28

14 2.15 29 2.33

15 2.13
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the CRE access bus is the first unstable bus in the system. The
distributed renewable energy limit permeability in scenario 2 is
57.56%. As shown in Figure 4B, the DRE bus accessed from bus 23 is
the first unstable bus in the system. From the abovementioned
simulation, it is concluded that the acceptance ability of the system
to DRE is significantly higher than that of CRE. The reasons are as
follows: in the process of the gradual growth of DRE, the renewable
energy power is first used to balance the nearby load. Because the
position of DREs is scattered, the trend of power reversal is slower
than that of CRE so that more total capacity can be accessed before a
certain line of the system reaches the maximum transmission power.

Considering that CRE has certain reactive power regulation
ability and can improve the static stability of the access point under

small access capacity, we try to use hybrid access to improve the
limited permeability of renewable energy. A simulation scenario 3 is
set up: using renewable energy hybrid access, one CRE is connected
from 23 buses, and five DREs are accessed from 19, 20, 22, 28, and
29 buses with strong stability. Since bus 23 is the first unstable bus in
scenario 2, an appropriate capacity of CRE is added to the bus to
improve its stability strength. For scenario 3, the simulated limit
permeability of renewable energy can reach 71.15%, and the first
unstable bus of the system becomes a DRE bus connected by bus 28.

From the simulation results of scenario 3, it can be seen that the
reasonable arrangement of CREs and DREs connected to the power
grid can improve the limited capacity of the system to accept
renewable energy under static stability constraints. Scenario 3 of

FIGURE 3
(A) Location where CRE and DRE are connected in IEEE-39 bus simulation and (B) effect of CRE and DRE on the system under different
permeabilities.

FIGURE 4
(A) CRE bus state trajectory and (B) DRE bus state trajectory.
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this paper is used only to verify the feasibility of improving the
reception capacity of the renewable energy hybrid access mode. As
for how to configure the access location and capacity of the two
renewable energy sources to obtain the maximum limit
permeability, this is an optimization problem. Follow-up work
will be carried out in this area.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a bus state trajectory index based on the
holomorphic embedding method is proposed to explore the
impact of CRE and DRE on the system. The main work is
summarized as follows. The main results are as follows:

1) The mechanism of the effect of renewable energy on the voltage
of the access point is deduced, and the relationship between
permeability and voltage amplitude is explained.

2) Based on the traditional HE model, an improved HE model with
non-global variation is constructed and the bus state trajectory
index and its solving process are further deduced.

3) The effects of CRE and DRE on static stability and bus voltage in a
low-permeability scenario are explored, and the limit permeability of
renewable energy under the two access modes is calculated. From
the simulation results of scenario 3, it can be seen that the reasonable
arrangement of CREs and DREs connected to the power grid can
improve the limit capacity of the system to accept renewable energy
under static stability constraints.
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